Paint Pockets™ and Paint Pockets Green™ paint collection filters are designed using an intricate polyester fiber structure combined with diamond shaped pockets on the air entering side. This design results in the capture and retention of high quantities of overspray, permitting fewer filter changes, less downtime, and extended productivity. They are available in pads and rolls.

- High loft, multi-ply polyester pads or blankets
- Superior holding capacity - long life, less production downtime
- White 99.84%, Green 99.4%

Up to 500% More Product finished between filter changes

The Patented Diamond Pocket Technology™ of Paint Pockets® Green and White overspray arrestors holds up to 5 times more overspray than other filters allowing you to finish up to 500% more product between filter changes.

800-537-5454
www.filtrationgroup.com
www.airflowtechnology.com

Fewer Filter Changes = Less Booth Downtime
Less Booth Downtime = More Spraying Time
More Spraying Time = More Parts Finished
More Parts Finished = More Productivity
More Productivity = More Profit